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BRIEF

Place Knorr’s soup line at the top of mind 
and as a preferred, regular staple in the 
baskets of shoppers

The target audience is time starved, lacking the 
experience of their parents and grandparents 
in the kitchen, yet desirous of new, delicious 
and most of all, nutritious menus to satisfy 
their adventurous palates. 

Convenience (time and expertise), social and 
ethical fulfillment and healthy, nutritious 
and versatile foods are what they desire



The desired target demographics for the 
campaign are millennial consumers, 
particularly millennial mothers and 
millennial foodies. 

TARGET AUDIENCE



BRAND RESEARCH

Versatility with Flavours
and nutrition

80% people less positive
with lack of flavour

40% millenials read nutritional info
and are organic consumers

Food is an expression

Conscious about Food security
and health

Millenials demand transparency

Community feeling and 
emotional connect

Sustainable future and
focus on new process

Feeding to the poor Stirs emotion within people

Knorr doesn’t cost a fortune Convenience



MANIFESTO

Stirring emotions through food is the backbone of ours. 
Some reminding you of your home and others travel way 
back to your mother’s recipe. With the same passion, we 
look for you when you take a giant leap forward in your life. 
A bundle of flavors garnished with nutrients and to finish it 
with is the joy of cooking. Something only you can create. 
Let’s steal time together and create magic within a plate. 
It’s an a�air between  us, the secret to you being you and 
Knorr being yours in every step of your life. 

“

“



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Health Conscious

Sustainability

Home Recipes

Used by chefs

Flavours

Nutrition

New healthy process

Convenience

Versatile

Food Security

No excitement

Focus just on recipes

Focus on Health

Nutrition

Flavours

Instant

People together

Convenient

Easy

Nutritional

New music

Rich in Flavour

Used by chefs

Instant

Feeling of Home

Care

Versatile

Health

Friendly

Supportive

Authenticity

Feeling of Home



INSIGHT

TIME IS RUNNING 
AND SO ARE MILLENIALS

Millenials want it quick and healthy. 63% being foodies, they 
enjoy tasty food but are now health conscious. Depending on 
brands that promise what they are looking for. To save those 
minutes and be ready to play your life without any 
inconvenience of waiting. 



ENDLINE

“ IN NO TIME ”
“ SIDE BY SIDE ”

“ RIGHT HERE ”

Millenials wants to do as many as things possible in a day. In no 
time they want to reach for work and come back and follow the 
same, everyday. In this process, very little time is squeezed for 
food leading to the dependency on takeaways instead of 
cooking. But Knorr isn’t just delicious but convenient.



IDEATION PROCESS

We all need a best friend, a supporting figure, no matter what 
we do. Helping us in every situation. For millenials, time is such 
a situation where they find it di�cult to manage it alone.

Knorr saves you not only time but helps you in ways that you 
wouldn’t have to worry about health but worry about the extra 
time that you will have in your hand. What will you do with all 
this time? Plan a party? Go to work with your knorr or spend an 
evening at beach with a home cooked meal for your kids?

“For the time you need”.

Training

Birthday

Shops

Parties

Sex

Sweets

Onions

Relatives Beach

Valentine’s

Celebration

Brush

Trains

Cereals

Picnic

Football



STRATEGY

QUICKIES :
FOR THE TIME YOU NEED

Providing you the time that you need to carry out your life the 
way you desire. Knorr is your helping hand that goes side by 
side and takes the pressure of being healthy and saving time.

This campaign aims at Knorr being the convenience millenials 
need and the care that is as comforting as home within their 
busy schedules.

1.  Video Ad
2. Digital Board Posters
3. Quickie Trucks
4. Place Your Quickie - Snapchat
5. Instagram - Giphy
6. Recipe Quickies - Instagram



 VIDEO ADVERT
Scenarios of di�erent activities, hustling, relaxing, spending 
time with the family or a party, Knorr let’s you live all.

Video Ad Spot - 30 Sec
Theme/style - 50’s reimagined

V.O
This is you. The unstoppable. A minute to relax, the other to

hustle. Pushing yourself for that extra hour in everything you do.
We want that for you. To have time for everything. Everything, that you 
want to do. You are the unstoppable and we are here help you in being 

one. Stir time, let it settle on a beach and when you are ready for all Mister, 
we will be too.

 

V.O
For the time you need,

Knorr



DIGITAL BOARD POSTERS
Digital boards creating a sense of time that millenials/ millenial 
mothers would need everyday and how Knorr helps your worry 
of healthy food take a resting seat.



QUICKIE FOOD VAN - 
EXPERENTIAL
Installed at the busiest streets, maybe at a beach or for a party 
you always wanted to host. To experience the healthy side and 
quick can Knorr reach to you 



PLACE YOUR QUICKIE -
SNAPCHAT
Rise in trend of clicking photos of food has been a major hit 
amongst the millenial foodies. Keeping the same vibe but of 
your own Knorr cooked food, Pre filters will help to push your 
recipe and dish out on the social media without any worry.



INSTAGRAM STORY - GIFS
Integration with Giphy, Selfies with food by famous celebrities 
on Instagram would create a stir and curiosity, helping people 
establish a relation of busy lives and quickies with Knorr can 
save them from hunger as well as time.



MEAL QUICKIES - 
INSTAGRAM STORY
Curated Quick Recipes as Instagram Stories that can be taken 
as screenshots too. From Breakfast to snacks and to brunches 
too, coupled with the nutritional value of your meal.



MEAL QUICKIES - 
INSTAGRAM STORY


